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“Human life progresses
towards the tipping point of its evolution,
where the in-breath and out-breath of Source
emanates from within.”

Welcome to the third series of Conscious Evolution: A New World View.
In my last transcript titled, “Human Consciousness as Cosmic Intelligence,” I shared a brief
explanation of the magnitude required for effectively shifting our consciousness, and
intentionally experiencing the most profound evolutionary journey ever recorded in human
history. It is very evident that as we continue our human progression everything is moving at
warp speed, and we are becoming aware that there is a magnificent movie being consciously
birthed into human life, which we have yet to fully experience. Therefore, in this third transcript I
am sharing further insight into how our assimilation of fifth dimensional stability on Earth
supports the impetus of this evolutionary journey. And it requires that we be fully present with
the transformational experiences that are occurring within as well as around us, as they are
beyond the limited perception that exists within third dimensional reality.
Modern technology is rapidly becoming a major part of many
systems on Earth and the institutions that operate these
systems are realizing that these advanced skills are essential
to the progression of life that the human race is now a part of.
Hence, an evolutionary impulse is always occurring throughout
the cosmos, and our assimilation of fifth dimensional stability
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activates the ultimate phase of human transfiguration. As a result, we are participating in a
divine plan that is changing the passageway of human history.
Many individuals within humanity are awakening to the awareness that there is a grand picture
to human life that we have yet to fully experience, for it is beyond the limited perception that
exists within 3rd dimensional reality. As human life progresses towards its tipping point, the inbreath and out-breath of creation downloads advanced frequencies of light into our physical
body. This phase of alteration supports the transfiguration of our consciousness as it alters from
one form or structure to another. During this upward momentum of progression we assimilate
attributes of the fifth dimension and experience the stability of conscious divinity, union, equality,
equanimity, synchronicity, and synergy. The frequency of this advanced configuration enables
our evolutionary self to support us in our purification, rejuvenation and restoration as
transformational change manifests within our physical body. Restoration enables some of the
fifth dimensional attributes such as; trust, purpose, passion and joy to manifest into our day-today lives.
It is crucial to understand that through the God-given attribute of “divine will,” we take the
gigantic step towards the foothold of global stability. This enables us to build a solid foundation
for how we choose to experience metamorphosis from human life as we know it. During this
alteration, the wheat separates from the chaff, and the gap widens between those human
lifestreams who fully claim their divine birthright, and those who cling to the conditioning of the
material world.
As we complete our evolutionary impulse to this fifth
dimensional realm of awareness we participate in a domino
effect that also radiates throughout the cosmos.

From the

perspective of our soul we contract to be on Earth for this
phenomenal experience, and during it, we consciously unite
the aspect of self that lives in every dimension, even beyond the 12 dimensions that the human
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mind can comprehend while in human embodiment. For the majority of humanity,
comprehension of the fifth dimension is just beginning to take a foothold in our consciousness,
as it supports a heightened concept that has yet to fully manifest on Earth. Yet, with each step
that we take along the ladder of our own evolutionary passage we remember all that we are
within the realm of multidimensional awareness.
Our assimilation of fifth dimensional stability necessitates that we transmute the out-dated need
to rely on self-created labels of identification to assist us in our experiences of conscious
evolution. Therefore, any external reference towards names allotted by ancient seekers to
define the advanced consciousness of external gurus, angels, spirit guides and ascended
masters, often hinder our ability to attain the innate knowing of our universal humanness. The
more we focus on the universal presence within us, the more this self-realized wakefulness
enables us to fully experience divinity in our day-to-day lives.
Many of us are becoming more sentient to the understanding
that we currently live in a “morphogenetic energy field,” where
we experience our creation of individual and interconnected third
dimensional realities. We project thoughts and feelings into this
morphogenetic field by way of unconscious or conscious
transmissions that emanate from our polarized thought forms. Yet, what some of us fail to
understand is, the thoughts that we project magnetically return to us as our living reality. As we
experience fifth dimensional stability our challenge is to BE in the present moment, rather than
allowing our thoughts to pull us into the past or the future. Living in the present moment enables
us to remain centered and balanced, with the innate knowing that everything always reveals
itself in the universal order of divine timing. And it is through divine timing that each moment
shifts into the next without any point of reference.
Our prerequisite to assimilate some of the fifth dimensional attributes is essential to our living in
an advanced way of human life. The frequencies within these qualities sustain very different
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vibrations as they reflect what is known as “universal etiquette.” Often we misinterpret this 5D
protocol and compare it with the unresolved and outdated characteristics in daily human life.
Following are some specific qualities to assist with the assimilation of 5th dimensional stability:
Acceptance: is the key to resolution with your past;
Authenticity: be true to yourself and search for the essence of universal consciousness or the
heart of realization that is already within;
Change: expect the unexpected as constant change is the only stable condition. Remember that
you are a quantum being of light and energy and you are in charge of your own direction;
Clarity: emanates as full knowing. Our crystalline conversion to the attribute of clarity is crucial
for clear direction in our new way of human life;
Conscious Preference: the art of living in human embodiment without the framework of human
conditioning. This crystalline conversion enables you to take the next step of your evolutionary
journey, as well as take full responsibility for the chain of events that you create in your life. The
stability of this fifth dimensional attribute emanates a vibration that streams outward into infinity;
therefore, as a co-creator you actualize experience;
Freedom: requires the intention to let go of your story. Letting go requires forgiving others for
their choices in life and what you think they have done to you;
Gratitude: remember how blessed you are and be grateful for everything in your life, especially
the impediments, consequences, and aversions as they train you to appreciate the goodness
that life has to offer. The more you allow yourself to see all that you are given, the more you are
in the flow with the assimilation of fifth dimensional stability. Gratitude implies that you accept
the way in which life reveals itself in every moment;
Honesty:

the conversion to honesty applies to every aspect of advanced life on Earth.

Everything we say and every action we take is recorded at subtle levels, therefore, if we
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participate in dishonesty, it is crucial that we bring complete resolution to that which we have
created;
Integrity: this assimilation is absolutely crucial to our new way of human life. Any individual or
business institution that lacks the stability that this essential conversion emanates, will not
survive the shift;
Humility: is the universal law of being humble in everything that you do;
Infinite Love:

is without limits or barriers, and its frequency emanates to the aspect of

consciousness in other star systems, galaxies and universes. It directs the way to gratitude,
stability, peace, equality, divinity, synchronicity and synergy. Our assimilation of this heightened
aspect of love unifies all existence and accepts life as it is;
Joy:

is the essential fifth dimensional attribute and the gateway to experiencing inner passion

in everything that we do;
Knowing: It is as an intuitive inspiration that comes before the perception of rational awareness.
As your intellect and intuition work together as natural partners, their conversion creates a
divinely guided apparatus to experience an inner dialogue of multidimensional communication.
Knowing is the innate ability to receive an immediate download of energetic transmissions. The
more you neutralize all opposition from any inner conflict, the more you enable intuition to lead
your intellect through what you energetically feel and know, and bring another paradigm of
stability into the forefront;
Passion: requires that you only do what you love, for it is the way to alchemy and manifestation;
Potential: consciously manifests as the experiences that you prefer to have so that you can
experience your full purpose or mission while on Earth. Immense transformation is definitely at
your doorstep and you have an opportunity to hold the vision of perfection so that it is reflected
back to you;
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Purpose: we incarnate to Earth for experience, and our assimilation of 5th dimensional stability
enables us the opportunity to align with universal understanding; the self-realization of all that
we are as quantum beings of light and energy;

Responsibility: It is crucial that we take full responsibility for our spoken words, actions and
deeds;

Synchronicity: is the gateway to the present moment and all that is authentic and real. This 5D
attribute sparks further synchronicity as each moment shifts into the next without any point of
reference; this attribute enables us to manage our energy in every moment rather than our time;

Truth: we understand the purpose for human embodiment and we allow all that we are as
interplanetary citizens to experience our full potential for life on Earth.

If your experiential assimilation to fifth dimensional stability is complex and challenging,
remember to remain focused in the present moment. During your synthesis of the above
attributes, free will transmutes to divine will. You also claim your divine birthright and modify the
way in which you fulfill your soul contract. If this is your
experience, it is crucial that you are exceptionally clear about
what you intend, as your conscious preference alters your
future timeline. With the planetary, global and individual
changes occurring at this time, as well as environmental
shifts, mass migration and massive displacement of people;
remember your role as a lightworker. Emanate your quantum field of light and energy without
getting caught up in the chaos. Trust that you have this innate ability to assimilate fifth
dimensional stability while in human embodiment.
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This 6-part series of articles contains essential information for the conscious evolution of your
quantum shift in consciousness. As you read through this series I trust that you, the Reader, will
make conscious choices for yourself, assist those you love, and hold this planet in your heart so
that it completes its shift with as much ease and grace as possible.
Salantra, founder of Heaven on Earth International Inc., is a self-published author and founding
member of AWG: Archimedes Writers Group. She is also an ACE Certified Agent for Conscious
Evolution, Golden Age Teacher, Professional Frequency Holder, Clairsentient, and Vibrational
Intuitive.

To contact Salantra:
Email: info@HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
Website: www.HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
Phone: 778.292.0878

(new site coming soon)

Cell: 778.985.5681
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